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HIgh PERformance PAVing (HIPERPAV®) 
Software  
The HIgh PERformance PAVing (HIPERPAV®) software program allows users to predict early age concrete 
pavement behavior based on user-defined input for environmental, design, and construction condition. 
The user input includes variables such as ambient weather conditions, thickness of pavement, mix 
design, time of placement, and type of curing. Mathematical models then calculate the progression of 
the concrete’s strength gain and developing stresses at the early age after placement. HIPERPAV® was 
first released in 1996, followed by an updated version in 2005. In 2010, HIPERPAV III®, version 3.2, was 
released with enhanced moisture transport modeling. 

The new version of software, HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3, includes two new features: automated 
downloading of weather data from the National Weather Service Web site and the addition of slag 
aggregate input. The new default values for the coefficient of thermal expansion of Portland cement 
concrete were also incorporated. 

Users 

The HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3 program can be very helpful to highway agency engineers, contractors, 
and concrete suppliers.  HIPERPAV® can be used during planning, design, construction, and post-
construction evaluation phases. Typical applications include optimizing pavement designs and 
construction methods thereby preventing the need for expensive pavement repairs in the future, 
developing project quality control specifications to ensure optimized methods are followed, and 
conducting forensic investigations to identify potential early-age factors that may have led to specific 
performance patterns after construction. 
 
System Requirements 

HIPERPAV II minimum requirements included the following: 

Minimum 

Process speed: 500MHz 

RAM: 128 MHz for Microsoft® Windows® NT®, 2000, or CP operating system; or 256 MHz for 
Microsoft Windows 98 or ME 

Desirable  

Process speed: 1 GHz or above 

RAM: More than 256 MHz running on Microsoft Windows NT, 2000, or XP operating system; or 
384 MHz for Microsoft Windows 98 or ME operating system 
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License Agreement  

Disclaimer  
The HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3 software product is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U.S. 
Department of Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United States Government 
assumes no liability for its content or use thereof. This software product does not constitute a standard, 
specification, or regulation.  
 
The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trade and manufacturers' 
names may appear in this software product only because they are considered essential to the objective 
of the software product.  
 

Limited Warranty and Limitations of Remedies  
This software product is provided “as-is,” without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied (but 
not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose). The 
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and distributor do not warrant that the functions contained in 
the software will meet the end-user's requirements or that the operation of the software will be 
uninterrupted and error-free. Under no circumstances will the FHWA or the distributor be liable to the 
end user for any damages or claimed lost profits, lost savings, or other incidental or consequential 
damages arising from the use or inability to use the software (even if these organizations have been 
advised of the possibility of such damages), or for any claim by any other party.  
 

Notice  
The use and testing of the HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3 software is being done strictly on a voluntary basis. 
In exchange for the provision of  HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3, the user agrees that the Federal Highway 
Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, any other agency of the Federal Government or 
distributor shall not be responsible for any errors, damage, or other liability that may result from any 
and all use of the software, including installation and testing of the software. The user further agrees to 
hold the FHWA, the Federal Government, and distributor harmless from any resulting liability. The user 
agrees that this hold harmless provision shall flow to any person to whom or any entity to which the 
user provides the HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3 software. It is the user's full responsibility to inform any 
person to whom or any entity to which it provides the HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3 software of this hold 
harmless provision.  
 
The origin of this HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3 software must not be misrepresented; there shall be no 
claim that this software is the product of or written by any individual, company or organization other 
than the Federal Government. An acknowledgement would be appreciated in any product in which this 
HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3 software is included or referenced. Altered versions of this HIPERPAV III®, 
version 3.3 software shall be plainly marked as ‘altered’ and must not be misrepresented as being the 
original HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3software. This notice may not be removed or altered from any 
distribution, recording, copy, or use of this HIPERPAV III®, version 3.3 software. 
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Contact 
Fred Faridazar 
Highway Research Engineer 
Federal Highway Administration 
Office of Infrastructure Research and Development 
6300 Georgetown Pike, HRDI-20 
McLean, VA 22101 
Phone: 202-493-3076 
Fax: 202-493-3161 
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